From Pasta to Plastic
to Pillow Speakers

Our History
Curbell’s history began in the 1940s in the industrial heart of Buffalo, N.Y. and has since been marked by an ability to
identify new opportunities and to adapt to a changing marketplace and customer needs. That flexibility, along with an
entrepreneurial spirit, has led our company and its two subsidiaries, Curbell Plastics, Inc. and Curbell Medical Products, Inc.
to continue to grow and thrive.
Brothers Edmund and Leonard Leone founded the original company as a macaroni producer that included a small machine
shop. Local aerospace manufacturers approached the company to fabricate parts for their businesses, which led to
experimenting with a relatively new material called “plastic.” As their expertise in plastic fabrication grew, so did their
customer base and a new company, Curbell Machine Company, was formed, taking its name from a combination of its two
original customers: Curtiss Wright and Bell Aircraft.
After World War II, chemical manufacturers expanded their experimentation with plastics and introduced new polymer
materials into the industrial marketplace. Curbell was approached to become a distributor for the new materials and
quickly grew across New York State. Curbell continued to expand, and by the late 1970s, the company embarked on a
major effort to create a national distribution network.
Today, Curbell Plastics is one of the nation's premier suppliers of plastic sheet, rod, tube, and related materials, supplying
hundreds of plastics products from over 17 sales and distribution centers strategically located throughout the United
States.
Curbell Medical (formerly Curbell Electronics) grew out of the company’s Plastics business when Curbell began to
fabricate parts for General Electric’s line of wired remote control units for its hospital televisions, commonly known as
"pillow speakers." When Curbell began fabricating as well assembling the units, a new company was born. The company
leveraged its assembly expertise to build relationships with other television manufacturers, including Zenith, RCA, and
Admiral, until Curbell became the industry's largest supplier of replacement pillow speaker units.
Today, Curbell Medical is the largest manufacturer of signaling devices and related accessories for hospitals and nursing
homes throughout the United States. In addition to our own products, Curbell Medical manufactures a variety of privatelylabeled products for most of the major hospital communication system manufacturers in the country, and also distributes
many other healthcare products.
Still privately held today, Curbell Inc. employs more than 400 people who embrace our pioneering spirit at our
headquarters in Orchard Park, NY, and at our plastics distribution centers throughout the United States. A consultative
approach to customers has allowed us to grow and thrive, leading to Business First of Buffalo to name Curbell as one the
area’s “Fast Track Companies” for the last several years.
At Curbell, our people make the difference. We choose employees who thrive in a culture of innovation and who
demonstrate our Core Values of Integrity, Respect, and Learning. Our people are rewarded with a highly engaging work
environment and a dynamic culture that values innovation and an entrepreneurial approach.

Our Sustainable Journey
Our Chairman is committed to our company’s long-term success, our employees, our business partners and the
communities in which we operate. An advocate of environmental responsibility and owner of the first LEED certified home
in WNY, he recognized the benefits of sustainable best practices, long before they were commonplace.
In 2006 he set us on course with the challenge of becoming a sustainable business. We had very little experience in this
area and quickly found there was no template to follow. We started out by assessing our operations and zeroed in on our
greatest environmental impact, solid waste.
Focusing on our WNY facilities, we set our initial goal very simply at reducing the amount of solid waste going into
landfills. Along the way we encountered numerous hurdles that included low volumes, mixed-value waste, local
infrastructure constraints, storage restrictions, transportation concerns and internal culture Issues.
By the end of 2008, through trial and error, networking and employee engagement we were diverting 85% - 90% of our
waste from landfills through reducing, recycling and repurposing efforts. The balance, consisting of cafeteria and office
waste, was then sent to a waste-to-energy incineration facility, allowing us to claim zero landfill status.
Turning our attention to our national locations we implemented solid waste reduction efforts companywide. Realizing
immediate returns, we then turned our focus on our next largest environmental impact, energy consumption. Over the
next few years, Curbell companies combined, have diverted millions of pounds of solid waste from landfills, reduced
energy consumptions by millions of kWh, all while improving our bottom line.
Today the benefits stemming from our programs range from tangible dollar-and-cent savings to those immeasurable
values that are helping to make Curbell the employer and business partner of choice, and a respected leader in our
community.

Commitment
“Sustainability, if applied correctly, not only conserves natural resources, but will reduce waste, consumption,
and operating costs” Tom Leone, Chairman of the Board.

“The environmental program here at Curbell ties to our long-term goals. The central idea is for businesses
to realize that there is no good that comes from being wasteful. We have limited resources on planet Earth,
nobody denies that. So why not be wise about using them? “Art Ghose, CEO

Environmental Policy
Curbell is committed to complying with environmental laws and regulations, controlling and reducing our impact on the
environment and protecting our natural resources for future generations

Environmental Health & Safety
“Our Environmental Policy is derived from the commitment set forth by our Chairman and CEO. These few words have driven
our sustainability efforts and set in motion a process of continual improvement. Every year, often originating from our
employee suggestion program, we target areas of our operations for waste reduction. Our successes have been many and we
are now recognized as a leader in sustainable business practices within our industries and many of the communities in which
we operate.” Mark Shriver, Director of Safety & Environmental Affairs

EH&S Team

Mike Neeson
EH&S Sr. Engineer

Pledge

Our Environmental Health and Safety Department conducts regular
comprehensive assessments of all facilities and operations. The environmental
portion of the assessment includes input from all levels of the organization, a
review of existing, new or changed operations and a focus on risk, consumption,
waste and possible improvements. We also work with external parties, for a
“fresh set of eyes”, in conducting assessments and consider all employee ideas
stemming from our suggestion program.

Tracy Skalski
EH&S Coordinator

Reduce Waste & Material Optimization
All Operations
Comprehensive EH&S assessments are conducted on all of our operations and combined with employee suggestions and
Executive directives to improve efficiency, safety and sustainability. Our assessments measure our operations for waste,
air, water, sound or any other pollution or hazards.

2013 – 2014 Western New York Facilities (Plastics, Medical & Corporate)
In maintaining our goal of diverting 100% of our waste from landfills, all scrap from our offices and other operations is
sorted and repurposed in some fashion. It is recycled, reused or incinerated in a waste-to-energy facility. We record our
waste and assess it for reduction and reuse opportunities. This includes identifying its source, either in our own operations
or upstream in our supplier’s. No matter its origin, we work to eliminate waste in our business.

Total Waste Distribution
Down ~ 15,000 lbs.

Total Waste Distribution Detail
Process waste reduction combined with repurposing
efforts resulted in overall waste reduction.

2013 – 2014 Our 16 Plastics Distribution Centers outside WNY
Curbell Plastics has been recycling our operational waste since 1994 when we began chipping our ABS scrap and selling it
back to the manufacturer for regrind. We find tremendous value in our sustainability efforts and are always looking for
ways to improve. Our EH&S Comprehensive Assessments have determined that solid waste is our greatest environmental
impact and one in which we can have the most favorable influence.

Total Waste Distribution

(16 Locations)

(17 Locations)

Currently we divert more than 70% of our combined solid waste from landfills through recycling and repurposing efforts,
30% of which is plastic scrap. Half of our remote locations are now recycling nearly 100% of all plastic scrap with the
exception of saw dust and chips from machining operations. The remaining locations recycle what they can and are
targeting improvements in 2015 and beyond. In addition to plastic, all of our branches recycle or repurpose 43% of all other
solid waste. This consists of shipping materials, drop-offs, office materials, excess inventory and equipment.

Total Waste Distribution Detail
Although total waste increased from 2013 to 2014, the amount of waste per facility
decreased and the amount of materials diverted from landfill increased. The increase in
solid waste is attributed to increased operational activities and expansion.

Significant Projects:




Accounts Receivable Digitization Project – Eliminating the need for paper files
*Estimated savings: 4 hours labor per day, 2500-5000 pages per week, retention costs $5700 per year, in
addition to toner, labels, boxes, energy, etc.
Single Stream Recycling – Starting in our Texas Facility, Curbell Plastics implemented a single stream recycling
program which reduces our solid waste by 60,000 pounds per year and our dumpster pick up to once per week.
This branch will be used as a template to add single stream recycling at all remaining facilities.

 Supply Chain Efforts
o Plastics – corner guards are purchased consisting of 80% recycled paper.



o

Bag elimination- From employee suggestion, we worked with our supplier on eliminating the individual
bagging of a purchased component. This project saved us approximately 1 minute handling per unit and
the elimination of 500,000 bags being recycled.

o

Curbell Medical’s Procurement department is going above and beyond normal practices, and is not only
trying to purchase domestically, but are using recyclable bags & recycled corrugated boxes for our
medical electrode product line. Our pillow speaker overlays, previously purchased from Beijing, are now
coming from California. Our medical electrode products, also, originally purchased from China, will soon
be coming from a supplier in North Carolina. A current project now is to find a domestic supplier for our
cables & lead-wire product line. This not only increases domestic jobs, but also saving fuel and reducing
our carbon footprint. Procurement’s plan is always looking at ways to re-shore.

o

Cable length project - From employee suggestion, we worked with our supplier to purchase a custom
cable in a shorter length rather than cutting each one down and scrapping 5 feet of cable. This project
reduced our per-part and labor cost and eliminated scrapping 75,000 feet of copper wire per year.

Print Management Program – Created centralized print rooms and removed individual desktop printers
*Estimated annual savings: Companywide paper reduction = 5.4%, elimination of 2,080 maintenance hours, eliminated
20 fax lines, eliminated the creation of 450 POs, reduced the amount of ink and per page cost by 75%, reduced electric
bills by $20 per device for 200 devices.

Additional Efforts:
 Operational teams are trained in effective management systems, 5S and Lean manufacturing practices
 Procurement and sales continue efforts to partner with service contractors, vendors, and customers on recycling
and sustainability programs
 Continue employee suggestion program with prizes
 Maintain and communicate clear metrics for employee participation and management planning
 Increase equipment maintenance coupled with refurbishing rather than scrapping and buying new has improved
quality, productivity and our waste footprint.
 Rather than landfilling or recycling scrap, we encourage donating materials to various schools and organizations.
 Lunchrooms are equipped with filtered water, and hot water dispensers. All employees were given a mug for hot
beverages, and a water bottle in an effort to reduce the number of disposable water bottles and microwave use.
 Waste Tracking:

Confidential

Optimizes the use of Energy
2013 – 2014 All Locations
Our EH&S Comprehensive Assessments have determined that Curbell can have a beneficial impact on energy
consumption. In 2008 we initiated the first of several energy reduction projects as we replaced the aging HVAC units at
our 20 Centre Drive facility in Orchard Park, NY. Additional projects continue throughout all Curbell facilities as listed
below.
 20 Centre Drive Orchard Park, NY – HVAC System Upgrades 15% annual reduction
 7 Cobham Drive, Orchard Park – 50% HVAC system replacement, added computerized control system (Estimated
annual reduction 61,000 kWh & 15% natural gas)
 Ashland, VA – Relighting Project (Entire Facility) 15% annual reduction
 Denver, CO – Relighting Project (Partial Facility) 14.5% reduction
 20 Centre – Relighting Project (Entire Facility) Reduction of 400,000kw annually!

*Energy project results are tracked in this fashion

Additional Efforts:
Curbell continues to review our operations for opportunities to reduce our environmental impact regarding energy
consumption. While lighting and HVAC are components of this, all aspects of our business play a role too. Below are
additional activities that we have implemented as we continue to learn and improve our programs:






All of our computers are set to lock and sleep after 5 minutes of inactivity.
Motion sensors were placed on our vending machines, deactivating non-essential functions when possible.
Set and lock thermostats and stagger HVAC unit start times
External lights, compressors and thermostats are set up with electric eyes and/or timers to ensure they operate
only as necessary
Employees are encouraged to turn off lights when not in use, car pool when possible, offer suggestions and think
sustainability in all they do (both at work and at home)

Protecting our Waterways
2013 – 2014 All locations
Our EH&S Comprehensive Site Assessments have determined that water is not used as part of our manufacturing and/or
distribution operations. It is however used for personal, housekeeping and minor kitchen activities.
Based on this assessment, Curbell facilities ensure the most efficient, conservative use of water in the following ways:
 Our maintenance staff regularly inspects all appliances, fountains and fixtures for leaks
 When replacing fixtures, we always balance conservation, efficiency and costs
 We monitor our bills for irregularities
 Review water consumption and use during all EH&S Comprehensive Site Assessments
 All downspouts, drains and run-offs are in good working order and used properly

Water Related Sustainable Activities









Have changed many of our fixtures to “hands free” type faucets which use significantly less water per use
than traditional units
Hand Sanitizers – 2011 Wall-mounted Hand Sanitizers were installed throughout our largest 2 facilities. A
similar practice used by most medical facilities. The figures below show the potential energy/resource
savings as well as the financial impacts where, hand sanitizing with Alcohol based products are offered as
an alternative over traditional hand sanitizing methods (i.e. soap, water, hand dryer).
o Water savings 27,343gal/year @ ≈ savings of $81.00
o Electricity savings 3,696 kWh/year @ ≈ savings of $410.00
o Productivity Gain of 608hr/year @ ≈ savings of $15,200.00 (Based upon $25.00/hr. rate)
Replaced reverse osmosis water filtration units saving 3 gallons of water for every gallon consumed. The
water filtration system allows us to reduce the amount of bottled water consumed by employees
At our owned facilities (non-leased), we replaced landscape watering with a timed and censored system
giving us a more effective, accurate, only when-needed application
Moved away from traditional tree spraying applications to direct injection to reduce possibility of run-off
Continue to work with landscape personnel to maintain all green spaces in as close to natural setting as
practicable. This helps to keep strong healthy plants and lawns, which prevents erosion and maintains a
healthy natural filtration system around lots and walkways.
Employees are trained where necessary to ensure operational waste does not enter our waste water
streams or storm sewers

Workplace Safety
POLICY – Curbell prevents workplace accidents, injuries and illnesses from occurring, by fostering an atmosphere of worksafe behaviors that comply with recognized safety and health standards
Curbell considers the safety, health & wellbeing of its employees and facilities
to be of up most importance. This philosophy is well demonstrated throughout
and we have committed to following the four key safety principles adopted from
the Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA).
Using these principals, Curbell provides its employees and business partners
with a comprehensive & sustainable world class Health & Safety system.

Going well beyond standard compliance, Executive management has supported the creation of safe and
healthful work environments for all Curbell employees and visitors. With this “top – down” support,
management and workers combine efforts in analyzing our processes, conducting regular inspections and
working on improvements. Supervisors, managers and employees conduct regular inspection. EH&S and
Operations meet monthly to discuss audits, inspections, incidents, changes,
implementation and training. Management has committed supervisors
training to include certification as field safety representative. This is a
distinction awarded only after achieving a perfect score on a comprehensive
exam that is modeled after OSHA’s Trainer Course in General Industry.

A job hazard analysis is performed on every new and or significantly changed operation.
Our Job Hazard Analyses are performed using a qualitative analysis process similar to a Process Failure
Mode Effect Analysis (PFMEA). Led by EH&S experts, Supervisors and workers, the completed JHA
identifies potential risk, severity and probability, along with opposing levels of hazard reduction. This living
document is reviewed and signed by management.
Safety inspections are conducted using the cyclical method illustrated here 
They are conducted routinely or when warranted. The typical time cycles used
to conduct Health & Safety inspections at Curbell are:
 Daily E.g. Routine pre-shift prior to service Powered Industrial Truck inspections.
 Weekly E.g. Automatic eyewash station inspections.
 Monthly E.g. Multiple question “OSHA general industry” Health & Safety Inspections.
 Comprehensive E.g. OSHA like site inspection visits covering 159+ general industry Health & Safety
inspection questions referenced from OSHA’s Handbook for Small Businesses (OSHA 2209).
Appropriate emergency action plans are developed for each facility and/or operation. Maintenance and 5S
programs assist in ensuring our equipment, signage, barriers and facilities are in “like new” condition.

Completing the four key safety principals, employees are trained on all hazards related to their jobs and on
our emergency action plan which includes what to do if injured, and emergency evacuation. A certified
Field Safety Representatives is selected and trained at each facility. Typically a Supervisor, they become
accountable for ensuring training and communication at the local level. Audits and inspections ensure
employee comprehension of safety related topics and that the appropriate avenues of communication are
available.

Testing - As part of Curbell’s Comprehensive EH&S Assessments we conduct periodic environmental tests that

ensure both the well-being of our employees and the communities in which we operate. From heat stress and
lighting to emissions and sound, Curbell’s EH&S experts work to maintain healthy and safe operations. All
testing results are shared with management and workers. Examples of reports are below:

Health & Safety Metrics
Management of Health and Safety programs & systems are accomplished at Curbell Inc. by utilizing the comprehensive
field of subcategories contained within our four basic principles. Developed utilizing OSHA’s Program Evaluation Profile
(https://www.osha.gov/dsg/topics/safetyhealth/pep.html), they combine to generate an overall proficiency metric which is
used to guide, improve and sustain our Health & Safety programs & systems.
The following chart is generated based on field observations, documentation and cultural evidence using a numerical
grading method. While we have individual charts for each location, we also track all facilities collectively for reporting at
Management Review meetings.

*Sample chart does not reflect actual results

Results include:
X-mod trending downward. Dropped more than 20% over last four years which resulted in decreased workers’
compensation premiums. In addition, our facilities safety and maintenance programs have led to reduced property and
liability insurance costs.
Our mature safety and health programs and low incident rates allow us the time to proactivly address potential
concerns identified during our comprehensive assessments. Resulting from these assesmnts are the ongoing
implementation of behavioral based safety and ergonomic best practices.

Invests in the Community

All that we do begins with our values. We believe that giving back is the essence of our core values of Integrity, Respect
and Learning. Our values compel us to act in the best interests of our community. Whether it is encouraging our
employees to share their expertise individually or through group efforts at Curbell, we understand that we have a
responsibility to give back to our local communities and to organizations that serve others. It is our goal that through our
efforts and partnerships that we make a better community, but more importantly, we know our efforts make Curbell a
better company – one that our Employees are proud to be a part of.

Employees and Outreach
Curbell’s environmental programs are successful because of the efforts of our employees. Driven by Executive
management, our employees are engaged through various activities that encourages involvement and awareness for
practical environmental stewardship both at work and at home. These activities include training, suggestion programs,
surveys and meetings, month-long Earth Day celebration and recognition for extraordinary work.
Reaching into our communities we partner with external institutions, customers and neighbors on recycling, reusing or
reducing waste all while strengthening our businesses and improving our local environments.
Outreach is not limited to environmental concerns, as Curbell participates in various events that fund medical research,
improve educational systems; and we strive to create a nationwide Curbell community that aids and supports the
disadvantaged.


Community-wide recycling-for-charity event led by employee volunteers



Curbell Plastics employees play an environmental leadership role in their industries leading trade organization,
the IAPD (International Association of Plastics Distribution). As chair of the environmental committee, Curbell
encourages, teaches and mentors suppliers, partners and even our competitors on sustainable best practices.

Mark Shriver during a breakout session at the 2015 IAPD Leadership Summit in
New Orleans, LA.




Curbell employees support our colleges through various additional speaking/teaching engagements at UB,
Niagara, Canisius, Empire State, Texas A&M, Baylor, Kennesaw State, St. Vincent’s and the University of Virginia.
College affairs include our Corporate Champions -UB MBA Program, where Curbell employees work with
students from the University at Buffalo’s Schools of Management & Engineering on various projects and
research, offering real-life experience to students while Curbell benefits from the energy and imagination of
these talented young minds.

University of Buffalo – Corporate Champions



Curbell employees support our colleges through various additional speaking/teaching engagements at UB,
Niagara, Canisius, Empire State, Texas A&M, Baylor, Kennesaw State, St. Vincent’s and the University of Virginia.
Our educational support is not limited to college as we also work with the Academy of Finance with Orchard
Park High School and Career Partners, where we speak to the unemployed on interviewing, preparing and
transitioning in the workforce.

Theatre of Youth Ice rink – Curbell creates some Christmas magic by donating
material to create ice-like surface on stage, allowing the show to go on.


Together with our employees we take an active role in participating in annual fundraising campaigns, matching
gifts, and volunteer events.

 Throughout an average year Curbell and our employees donate thousands of dollars and hundreds of hours to
more than forty different charities and events.

In addition to local WNY events, we also participated in Lafayette College Women in Plastics Relay for Life, The Atlanta
Plastics Charity Event and various IAPD events around the country. We continue to look for additional opportunities
to support the industries we serve and local branch community charity events.

Our Plastics Company encourages take-back schemes, where we partner with
customers on recycling plastic scrap.
In our Medical Company, we encourage customers to send their products back for service
and repair. In a disposable world, this practice cuts customer costs and lengthens the
service life of the product and we ensure that replaced components are recycled.

We encourage a company-wide reuse/recycle philosophy that suggests we consider
refurbishing if possible, sending to one of our other locations if useful, selling or donating
as a last resort before recycling.

Office furniture, shelving units and tools that are no longer being used in the company has
been donated to local churches, schools, and charitable organizations
Many Curbell Plastics branches will donate their scrap plastic to local schools to use in their
technology classes. Curbell’s plastic scrap has been used by vocational schools where the
students are using it to create robotics for local competition. Syracuse branch donates up
to 30 pounds per month of their plastic scrap to local schools.

Donations are regularly contributed to the Boys & Girls Clubs of East Aurora for use in their
craft program. Boys & Girls Clubs is an after school and summer program serving children
ages 5 through 18.

(engineers)
competitions

Curbell Plastics in Rochester donates plastic to RIT to use for their mini Baha (small
race car) team and the Rochester Robotics. A senior inside sales
representative offers knowledge to the various teams on material selection. He
also has college students come to him for material to complete senior design
projects.
Donations go to the Rochester Robotics as well. This is a club with mentors
that work with local high school students building robots that compete in
at RIT & other locations in the region
They are also working together with the local Fire Department to provide them
with materials they can use to make games for their picnics. .

Curbell Plastics in Pittsburgh donates to schools (Robotics) Pine Richland High for
competition at Carnagie Mellon University

Curbell Plastics in New England has and continues to give and/or discount any
material requested by some retired volunteer veterans working to restore military
aircraft at local Air museum; most recently for their WWII Zeppelin Exhibit.

In addition to winning environmental awards in both our plastics and medical device companies, Curbell is an EPA
WasteWise Partner, an IAPD GreenScene Member, a founding member of the Western New York Sustainable Business
Roundtable and a former participant in the Leadership Consortium and Waste Management subcommittee on the
Governor’s “Cleaner Greener NY Campaign”.

Goals 2015-16
Program




Improve data collection activities and reporting metrics
Continue sorting, collecting and reviewing waste and monitoring for possible pollutants and hazards
Continue to improve our sustainable programs through
o Learning and Innovation
o Networking
o Employee participation
o Sharing of best practices between our locations and networks throughout our industries
Implement a national single stream recycling program to eliminate non-process related waste at all locations
Formalize our "Green Team" to develop knowledge and best practices
Continue to improve our offering of environmentally friendly materials
Multi-departmental digitization process






Materials






Work toward zero waste to landfill at all facilities
Continue EH&S/Operational assessments and explore additional waste reduction opportunities
Better catalog and communicate what is going to landfill at each individual facility in order to target
improvements
Reduce recyclables by pin-pointing where waste comes from and addressing it at its source.
o Work with Operations on in process waste reduction efforts
o Work with our suppliers on upstream solutions
Review recyclers and identify competitive alternatives
o Audit all aspects of recyclers including material disposition, pricing, reporting, etc.
o Add alternate recyclers at all locations

Energy

Water




Continue EH&S assessments and explore additional energy reduction opportunities at all locations
Research local energy reduction incentives






Work with cleaning company on replacing all non-environmentally friendly products
Work with landscaping companies on exploring further reduction of chemical and water use
Explore rain water capture solution to landscape watering
Re-explore the use of less aggressive ice-melt and salt solutions on lots and walkways

Community





Improving our environmental practices to create a cleaner, greener environment;
Participating in various events that fund medical research and improve educational systems; and
Creating a nationwide Curbell community that aids and supports the disadvantaged.
Always consider alternatives and look for more people and organizations that can use our scrap plastic before
we send it out to landfill.

Additional Supporting Evidence for IAPD Award Application
IAPD - Curbell is an active participant in the IAPD. Over the years we have offered the services of our employees in various
capacities that include President, Executives and Committee chairs. We have participated in almost all aspects of the
organization and the GreenScene Logo is proudly displayed on our website.

Local Support & Recognition – In addition to the outreach and community activities listed throughout, Curbell has won 2
IAPD Environmental Excellence Awards, a Buffalo Business First Sustainability Award and has been recognized as an
environmental leader by New York State and Erie County.

Curbell nominated to represent Business on
Governor Cuomo’s Cleaner, Greener New York
Campaign.

Curbell is recognized by County Executive
Poloncarz for environmental leadership.

Partnering in support of the environment – Not only do we work with our material suppliers on environmental
stewardship and waste reduction, but we include our MRO and service providers as well. In addition we work with our
neighbors and other local companies on creating an environment of sustainable businesses that are collectively working
toward an economically and environmentally resilient Buffalo – Niagara region. Below are a couple sample letters along
with our work on the WNY Sustainable Business Roundtable. Note: Many of our service providers have joined the
Sustainable Business Roundtable and are working on fulfilling their pledge.

Section 3 of Application – In 2009 Mark Shriver reached out to businesses and local leaders in the 5 counties of Western
New York culminating in the 2014 formal launch of the WNY Sustainable Business Roundtable. The roundtable now
consists of more than 50 companies of all sizes that include such local mainstays as GM, Rich Products, National Grid,
University of Buffalo, Erie County and many others. In addition to the already “pledging” members, we are working with
and mentoring many others who are committed to creating a more sustainable future.
http://www.wnysustainablebusiness.org/

Western New York Sustainable Business Roundtable
An early advocate of sustainable business practices, Curbell is a driver and founding member of the Western New York
Sustainable Business Roundtable. The SBR officially launched on Earth Day (April 22, 2014) with the objective to foster
collaborations that enable its member businesses to develop and act on their sustainability goals, increase profitability and
promote a healthy community.
The creation of the SBR stemmed from Curbell’s sustainable journey and the inability to find a resource or template to
guide them in forming and implementing an environmental program. Partnering with like-minded businesses and
colleagues around the Western New York area, the concept of a roundtable emerged. Emphasizing on business
sustainability and profitability, the SBR is focused on bringing fourth concepts that not only benefits the environment but
will also add value to the business and improve its bottom line.
Members are asked to sign the pledge developed by the SBR and are required to submit and publicly display the
completed plan within one year. The SBR holds monthly meetings and ongoing workshops geared toward expressed
areas of need. At our annual exposition, we bring government, education, non-profits and environmental service
companies together with members, to showcase their efforts, network and offer their expertise.
The WNYSBR celebrated its one year anniversary in April 2015 and unveiled
the first set of sustainability plans completed by members. They are displayed
on the website which can be visited by the public. Backed by the EPA and Erie
County Executive, Mark Poloncarz, and written into his ‘Initiatives for a Smart
Economy’, the SBR continues to grow and gain recognition throughout the Western New York region. Section 3.64
outlines the WNYSBR with a goal to “Increase the economic viability of private businesses and industry through
investment in energy efficiency practices, renewable energy generation, and support of innovative energy supply and
delivery mechanisms”.

Mark Shriver was named president of the WNYSBR in 2015

